MINIATURE PINSCHERS
JUDGE: Mr Allen L Odom

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .
1 9 EM'S FULLY LOADED. TS140236/01. 10/04/2012. BREEDER: Emma Hanson. By Ch Lulin Unbridled Artistry-Ch Em's Evening Par-Tay. OWNER: Emma Hanson.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Amateur-Owner-Handler Dogs .
1/R 5 MIGHTYMITES DYNAMIC DUKE. TS160838/01. 11/29/2012. BREEDER: Bonnie Foster. By Ch Copperspurs Knock Ur Socks Off-Wannabee Merry Miss Mightymite. OWNER: Jamie Berg.

MINIATURE PINSCHER, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Black & Rust Red .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Red .
1 11 EM'S TIMLINE OUT TO IMPRES. TS115276/03. 04/09/2012. BREEDER: Emma Hanson & Connie Timmerman. By Ch Timbearcreek All Shook Up CDX-Em's Angel Fire. OWNER: Amy J. Steinbeck.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Chocolate & Rust Red .
1 12 EM'S FULLY CHARGED. TS140236/02. 10/04/2012. BREEDER: Emma Hanson. By Ch Lulin Unbridled Artistry-Ch Em's Evening Par-Tay. OWNER: Emma Hanson.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Chocolate & Rust Red .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Red .
1/R  8 WINTERS DELKAMAR QUEEN OF THE STARS. TS121268/04. 04/05/2012. BREEDER: Katie Winters and Elizabeth Kammuller. By Ch Brackley My Amazing Warrior-Ch Winters I'm A Star At Delkamar. OWNER: Jamie Berg.

2  10 EM'S LIMITED EDITION. TS115276/01. 04/09/2012. BREEDER: Emma Hanson. By Ch Timbear Creek All Shook Up CDX RE-Em's Angel Fire. OWNER: Emma Hanson.


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Best of Breed Competition .

7  14 CH EM'S ANOTHER SUCCESS. TS113933/01. 04/10/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Emma Hanson. By Ch Em's Mr O'Ryan-Em's Katrina. OWNER: Emma Hanson.


BB  22 GCH CH EM'S DON'T TELL MY HUSBAND. TR972482/03. 04/14/2010. Bitch. BREEDER: Susan Wulfekuhl & Emma Hanson. By Ch Em's Mr O'Ryan-Ems Rivera. OWNER: Paula Bondarenko & Emma Hanson.

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP COMPETITION
JUDGE: Mr Allen L Odom

Novice Senior.

1/BJH 200 Erin Hanson.49386844005. 03/19/1996. EM'S ANOTHER SUCCESS.
   Ch Em's Mr O'Ryan-Em's Katrina. Owner: Emma Hanson,

Open Intermediate.

2 504 Jacklyn Hanson.62771087001. 03/03/2001. CH EM'S ARCHANGEL.
   Ch Timbercreek All Shook Up CD RE-Em's Angel Fire. Owner: Christine
   Hickman & Emma Hanson,

1 511 Zoe Nassif.25171278001. 07/29/2000. FENTON'S ALWAYS FAITHFUL.
   Kabu's Hard To Be Faithful-Fenton Candy Apple Of Bluesky. Owner: Carol A
   Nassif Emma Hanson and Hope Levene,